Towards Understanding the Origin of Cosmic-Ray Electrons -SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL -
based on the geant4 10.1 package [22] , is used to simulate physics processes and signals also produce an equal amount of high energy electrons [5, 7] . To test the consistency of 
The power law component is characterized by the normalization factor C e − and the spectral
44
index γ e − . S5. An illustration of the fit to the data in the energy bin [700 − 1000] GeV for the negative rigidity data sample. The projections of the 2D data distribution (black data points) to the (a) Λ TRD and (b) Λ e CC axes are shown together with the signal and background contributions: the electron signal (blue), the charge confusion positron background (green, nearly invisible in (a) and (b)), and the charge confusion proton background (red). The projection onto the Λ TRD axis uses selection cut Λ e CC > −0.4 and the projection onto the Λ e CC axis uses selection cut Λ TRD < 0.7. These cuts are applied for demonstration purposes only, such that ∼80% of the signal events quoted in Table SI are shown in these plots. Comparison of the data presented in this Letter (red data points) with the results of a tighter ECAL cut on the electron selection for energy bins starting from 118.4 GeV (blue data points). The tighter ECAL cut has a signal efficiency of 65% instead of the nominal 90% (see Fig. S1 ). It reduces the proton background by a factor ∼3 compared to the nominal one described in the Letter. For display purposes, the results of the tighter cut are slightly offset horizontally. As seen, both selections yield consistent results. (ii) the transition term energy E t ; (iii) the transition term spectral index ∆γ t ; (iv) the power law a normalization C a ; and (v) the power law a spectral index γ a . All parameters are divided by their respective average values to indicate their relative variation due to time dependent effects.
